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Designer/ Interior Architect  
 
We are looking for a talented designer / interior architect who can translate Fronteriors's 
core values into product design and interior space planning that aligns with our brand 
identity. You would manage all technical aspects of Fronteriors kitchen designs as well as 
maintain the company’s product design specifications and product visuals. 
 
A specific area of focus will be managing the design and product technicalities Fronteriors 
kitchens, while developing and maintaining the overall image of Fronteriors kitchens as an 
aspirational solution for achieving the look of a high-end kitchen with the 
performance, practicality and affordability of IKEA frames.   
 
Your Role: 
 

- Product designs (and associated technical drawings / renderings) in order to 
maintain accurate records of our product specifications (sizes, weights, materials, 
etc.) 

- Design and compilation of product documentation (user manuals for installing 
fronteriors components) 

- Development and upkeep of pre-made kitchen layouts (with associated drawings) to 
offer indicative pricing on our website. 

- Assist the design studio team with interior architecture and space planning 
requirements for design projects  

- Develop and practice a step-by-step procedure for managing kitchen enquiries via 
email and/or the website in order to determine client's project goals, prepare plans 
and create a timeline for the project. 

- Develop consultation packages for clients. For example, some clients may already 
have an IKEA kitchen design by the time they reach out, and some may not. We 
need an efficient solution and fee structure for both scenarios. 

- Attend meetings with our factory and on sites, as and when required 
- Client liaison: manage enquiries received via email, prepare quotations, guide 

customers through the decision-making process, confirm orders, co-ordinate 
deliveries, etc. 

- Co-ordinate all kitchen related communications with our factory  
 
Our Requirements:  
 

- Prior experience in a similar role 
- Proficiency in AutoCad, SketchUp, and Photoshop 
- Strong communication skills and a high proficiency in both spoken and written 

English 
- Hands-on mentality and are willing to get your hands dirty with a scrappy 

entrepreneurial approach to getting work done. 
- Able to take a pragmatic approach to problem solving 

 
Email us your CV to info@fronteriors.co 


